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Abstiact
I

The recent period'of recession and high unemployment has led to
I

increased public interest ip the impact of unemployment on families. This

paper reviews the available literature on unemployment and the family and

relates it tocurrent perlicy, issues. Unemployment is related to family

.
functioning and stability, spending patterns, authority and deeisio/i making,

t

and sex rolekrcj the division "of laborin.the famay. On the basis of

previous research; it is suggested that research is needed to 'explore the

join. t effects of inempIoyment, social class, and wife employment on the

family. In thttevelopment of policy} the occupational role ar individual

'worker s' needs to be integrated Witb family needs.for a4 adequate income.
4

Thus a comprehensive policy combinipg full employment with an income

maintenance programilltd on family need should be de4elopedto provide

economic security for American families.
r
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Unemployment and the Family

-The recent period recession and hyh'unemplbyment has led to

increased public interlest in the impact of unemployment do families.
t.

Joseph Califano (1976: 1) concluded his analysis of American families as

.follows: "The central conclusion is that the most severe threat to family

life stems from unemployment and lack of gdequate income." Arthur

Burns (S4601975:34 ) has stated, "When"we reach these 'levels of unent-
;

ployment . . I get a little emotional. It's a devastating experience when
a.

the head ofAhousehold loses the esteem df the members of hisiamily. The

worst of unemployment is what-it does to the family." Despite the impoitant

policy implications of these statements, the data to support these conclutions

are sparse. The purpose ("his' paper is-to pull together the limited data

and analyses available on unemployment and the familt and to'relate them

t1 current policy issues.

Before doing this, it is necessary to, place research on unemployment

and the faMily in a broader context. Work is one of The crucial social roles

in any society. 'In addition Co the b function of economic production,

work has taken on bfoacler meanings to indivtduals and society. The

'performance of a work role provides a basic social location for individuals;

Work in American society provides a major source of activity, social

'contacts and social integration, income, and a sense of,accomplishment.

V
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Individuals in different social ;laws and varied employment histories

- indicate similar values regarding. the importance of being able to work and

the desire to have ,a worthwhile productive jab. Welfare as a desirable

.1alternative to work is consistently rejected (Davidson and Gaitz, 1974;

Goodwin, 1971, 1972; Kaplan and Tausky, 1974).

Work roles are, also crucial to the family in several respe9eii:* The

joint occupational-earner rote concept make; explidit the links between the

economic system and the family.. The occupational role in the economy leads

to the production of goods and services for economic rewards. In addition,

the earner role indicates that the income earned is used by the family 'as

. resources for consumption and for the location of the 'family in the stratifi-

. cation system. The general social claiis status, prestige, and standard of

living of the family have generally been based on the success and occupa-

tional achievement of the male (Rodman and Safilios-Itothschiki, 1968).

In addition, the social class status of the. family is relatedto most areas

of family life. For example, Scanzoni (1970) has analyzed several expreedive

aspects of marriage in relation to the position of the husband in the oppor-

r

tunity structure: Studies of lower-class families, especially among blacks,

have pointed

role in their

out the extreme problems males have in playing a satisfactory

.
families due to difficulties encountered 'in the occup al

world (Greenfield, 1966; Liebow, 1967; Rainwater, 1974; RodmW, 1971).

Others have indicated the importance of the stability of the work role to the

family although. total Work histories have not been systematically studied in
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relation to the family. Furstenberg.(19t4: 355) in his analysis of work and

the, family concludes that "economic uncertainty brought on by unemployment

axi

orate.

arginal employment is a principal reason why family relatiOns deterl-

The ittzportakit-e-ora career route is basic to his analysis--"4.

contend hat-it Is the absence of a work career that has the most unsettling,

effects family life" (Furstenberg, 1974: 354). Unemployment is one
1

major f. for in the stability of an individual's yvork history and career.

anakis of the literature on unemployment and the 'family draws

on research condtcted during and since the depression of the thirties. Much

of it comes from a small number of depression,era.studies with small'

samples of families, mostly workhig class, in whicb'the husband was unem-

ployed for a relatiMylong period of time. 'These studies are limited by the

level of methodolci al development at the time andby the uncertain relevance
S.

of the findings to current social conditions. Time limitations require that

this analysis be very brief.' We will consider the effects of unemployment
P'

on the family with regard to four major areas of fa4milylife7farnily functioning
r

,, and stabill, spending patterns, authority and decisibn making; and sex ivies

and.the divsion' of labor in the family.

Stuilies during the depression dealing with faretily funCtioning found that
: !.

t k,

ofadjustment varied by length of unemployment and with theetype of family

.:organization beo re.unemployment. Aakke (1940) outlined several. 4

i
k

,, !
Stages in the cydle of family readjust/tient including momentum stability, .

unstable equilibrium, dtsbrganization, expvinyefital readjus,Anent, and
.

6
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permanent readjustment. This cycle of family readjustment is similar in

its basic form to the stages of psychological adjustment discovered.in the

Zdepression (Etienb'erg and Lazarsfeld, 1938 Zawadzki and La7rsfajd,
"N.

1935)' and more recently (Powell and Driscoll, 1973); Cavan and Ranok

i.
(1938) found that family disorganiz tion during unemplbyment was related to

the level of organi4ation before une tployment. Families whit were well'

organtzbd before unemployment tended to remain relatively organized

dfiring unemployment while relatively disorgani7ed families tended to

become more- disorganized during unemployment. A well organized family

was defined as a "family with a high degree of unity and reciprocal functioning"

(Cavan, 1959: 141). This analysis is supported by the work of Angell (1936),

who studied families experiencing apparently lasting income losses of at

least 25 percent. He focused on the role of adaptability and integration in the

reaction of these families to their income loss. Integrated and adaptable

families were best able to resist .pressure toward changes in family relationships

while integrated but unadaptable families were vulnerable to changes. Uninte-

gratyd families were found tb haye insufficient structure to resist pressures

and were likely to reactvpredictably. The significance of the similar results

is increased because Cavan-and Ranck studied working-class families while

Angel studied middle-class families. Research also indicates that some

previous experience with unemployment and not blaming the unemployed

person for his status facilitate family adjustment (Angell, 1936;

. ;
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Bakke, 1940; Cavan, 19p; Furstenberg, 1974; Rainivdter, 1974; Stouffer

and Lazarsfeld, 1937).

Research relating unemployment to family stability during the depression

is limited by the nonreporting of desertions (Furstenberg, 1974). Case

studies indicate limited numbers of marital separations and divorces

during unemployment (Bakke, 1940; Cavan, 1959). These studies also found-

.

increased integration among some families. Recently, howesier, Sawhill

et al. (1975) found that substantial unemployment is strongly related to

marital dissolution.

Patterns of spending during Unemploy.ment have been studied relatively

extensively over th4 years perhaps because recent research has emphasized

economic consequences of unemployment. During the depression Bakke

(1940) analyzed spending beha;ior during the cycle offamily.readjustmentr

bring momentum 'stability most expenditures were maintained except for

some luxuries, recreation, and social contact 'expenditures. During unstable

equilibrium cuts wele still not in proportion to the income and resources or .

J
the fa due to the use of credit althouglr some essential items were

$

repladed with lower oast alternatives, clothing was not replaced, and

recreation, social contact, and social front expenditures were y.educed.r

During disorganization credit was at the limit and expenditures were reduced

in all areas, More recent research indicates cuts in food, clothing, trans-

porta tion, and recreation (e. g. , Nicholson and Corson, 1976; Sheppard,
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Ferman, and Faber,i1960).)Savings are used by many while she borridw.

t /
money and in some cases other family members go to work. Elder (1974).

.1
,

i - 'N

stressed the importance of maintaining a flint and attempting to reduce ,
I

status loss,amonk middle-class families in his study. Wife employment

I
obtaining income from relatives and boarders, and- public assistance as a

list resort were relatively more common among the economically deprived

in the working class.' Wife employment was also more common in families

with-income loss without unemployment, Letv where wives worked in.
1

family businessesto Save expenses. Conrad (1939) found laboiers more

likely than businessmen to ut down on food expenditures and to have activities

limited by lack of clothing. Members of both groups, however, cut down on

clothing and recreation expenses and needed money'to pay debts.

Depression research indicates an increhse in the authority of the

wife and in her decison-making role (iring the hu'sband..'s unemployment

(Bakke, 1940; Cavan, 1959). Komarovsky (1940) reported three types of

authority loss for unemployed husbands; crystallization of an infelor

status, breakdown of, coercive control, and weakened authority of a husband
7

over a loving wife. Authority bases on economic need or fear was most

likely to-be weAened while authority based on love and respect was least

likely to be affected by unemployment. Thus astin Cavan alid Ranck's

(1938) study, unsatisfactory patterns existing before unemployment became

more problematic during unemployment. Elfielir (1974) found that decision

making dominance by the wife was highest in families with both 'economic

9



deprivation (income loss).a.nd unemployment. This relationship held equally

fdr middle and working -class

Authority and discipline problems with childPen have also been

reported in 'the families of the unemployed. Komarovsky (1940) foun d

that fathers were mofe likely to lose authority with teeriagT children than

with their wives or, younger children.. Reasons for the higher loss among

adolescents include lack of money to use as a means of control, changes

in the fathers' behavior, and the employment of the,teenagers. Bakke

(190) reported discipline problems during periods of unstable equilibrium.

and disorganization including increased use of arbitrary authority by

parents, children's resentment their earner role, and the lack of

expenditures made by parents for reward and punishment.

Recent research has found family violence and child abuse, which

,1 some interpret as an aspect of poy. er (Goode; 1971), to be related to unem-

ployment and work role difficulties, (Justice and Duncan, 1975; O'Brien,

1971; Straus, 1974. ).

0

I

4I

Little work has been done on the relationship between unemployment

and sex roles and the division c f labor insthe family. Komarovsky (1940) and

Balke (1940) suggested that patriarchal mores and rigid family roles might

account for some of th4Pvariation in reactions to unemploym ent. Voydanoff'

(1963) in a more recent study found that the morale of -unemployed men was

lower among hose with traditional sex role icier). logies. Angell (1936) referred

to traditional sex role norms as one aspect of tumadaptability in families.

10



Bakke (1940) found, that the unemployed' men in his study did not assume.

001.

additional household tasks during unemployfrieitt although some did more work

in areas where they had previously worked, suchat gardening and.household
.

repairs. When the wife took on paid employment the shift of chores was

4
toward the children not the husband. Part of tile shift in decision making

toward th'e wife included the added responsibility for managing the family

"*".`.. finances. Elder (1974) also found changes in the role of children when the

wife beca.me employed outside the home. Boys were more likely to take on

part -time ployment.while girls did more hOusehold work. These changes

were found in families experiencing income loss in both the middle and

working classes.

These limited data on unemployment and the familyioneed to be supple-,
mented by very brief consideration of previous research on social class,

wife employment, and the family. Several indices of marital happiness,

adjustment, and Ninny problem solving are directly related to social clais

tnea sures (Hicks and Platt, 1970; Scan"zoni, 1970; Straus, 1968; Tallman

and Miller, 1974). Itt'addition,smeasutes of marital instability are d/rectly

related to income, (Bane, 1976; Cutright, 1971; Sawhill et al. ,.1975). The

resource theory of marital power proposes that4he power of the husband

relative to the wife is related to the economic resources thai the man can

provide for his family (flood and Wolfe, 1960; Rodman, 1972; Scanaoni, 106).

Sex role ideology and role behavior are more traditional and segregatiVn the.

working4nd lower classet (Blood and Wolfe, 1960; Komarovsky,1962;

. ,

-
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Rkinwater, 1065) which dre alSo the social classes in which worsen ate ,
-'7.

. , . .

most likely to 'work from necessity:- 'Tligs4 geot,eral results point outthe ft-
. y ,

importance of studyinithe. jetitit &feet's of uneni3Ooyment, social class, and
_s P

,. .
..,I .. , 0

1 Q

Wife employment on the familYv 4,rkikh6.g.'not %Oen
V.,

(tout. . .

, .r., 4 ). . r 44 ' , .

On the basisof the. research revielltd, however, it is possible to

4
; hypothesize that the effects of unemployment on theiamilywill varyaccorditig

! - ;--..., /
..

to the social/class of the family and the tork history oftthe wifd while the
) .

husband is unemployed. For example, sihce the previous organization of

families will differ by social class, effects of unemployment should also.vary by

class if the results of the depression studieirite valid. This previous research

provides contra hypotheses regarding the rative efWts of un employment

. on the family in the middle versus the working and lower classq. One

hypothesis is that unemployment in same srrking-class families and in lower-

class families exacerbates situations that are generallfrgls sdtisfactory in

terms of organization, happiness, and stability.:: Limited research oh the

middle class indicates that, 'especially in terms of the effects of status IOSs,

middle-class families have relativeli-Severe rea tions to' unemployment, i.e.,

"the higher they are, the harder they fall" (Braginsky and Braginsky, 1975;

Elder, 1974; Goodchilds and Sthith, 19634. Polvell and Driscoll., 1973). Eider

(1974), weho' included middle and working -class famities in his study., found
\

°' support for both hypotheses, i.e. , the-effects eh income loss and unem Ployment-

were gteater on working-class fami ies in some area's and on middle-class

°.

.12
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families in others. Other effects weir siMilarin both classes. Much more'
, . . 4 t IA

..
. .',

. .

research Is needed id explorethe sirhilarities and differences in family

reactions fo unedklornent bysocial class. ).
.

The concept Of,Wife employment' alsoneeds to be broadened in relation'

to research on unemployment and the family. 'For example,' the impact of

wire unemployment on the gamily has not been stadied. Thi,.a is especially

4
relevant now Since manyfamilies.cons.tder it necessary f r t

, ,

work outside the home in order to Maintain their desired staniffarcl of living.

The impact on the family when middle-class women go to work because of

unemployment in the family also is not lolowni previous work on the

necessity,of wife employment haslocused on_working and lower-cla'ss

women.

Now that we have reviewed the available res ardh,on the
, 16

unemployment on the family, what can we say that is relevant to current

policy issues?" Policy analysis. in this areais complicat d by a dilignma

in what we referred to earlier as tie occupational-earne role. The

occupational role provides labor for the production of goods and services in the

economy in return for pay fo individual workers on the basis of productivity

and the market valtie of their Services. In the earner role, however, this

'rincome is used to suppcitt the individual and his family, i. e. , individual
. .

: : i ,' 1 .

earnings become family income, Many incorne4, are adequate to support

4
,an indiVidual worker 'but are not adequate to. support the worker's family

19,75).-

c.

13
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Thus the adeeittesk,of an income for a family dependsoon the size of the family
.

as well as the amount of the income. The level,of adequacy of total family
.... -,

labotne is also influenced by' the number. people in a fatnily who are, ..

..employed. .

. , . .
This dilemma is related' td the overlap between social insurance and

.

income maintenance policies. For example, unemployment insurance is

designed to replace earnings loSt through unemployment by providing,earned

benefits based on the worker's previous level of earnings. Unemployment

insurance does not cover all types of itnerloyment, however, because of

various eligibility criteria (The,EConomic Situation, 1976. The lack of a

Comprehensive income maintenance prOgrarnwbased on family need has led

to the incorpdation of family need criteria Into social insurance programs
fit,

such as unemployment insurance and social Security, e.g., varying benefits
. .

,accofdina to the cost of livri vr and family si4e and composition and extenAg0

unemployment insurance during periods of sluggish labor market activity
r

(Bane, 1976; Harris, 1977).
l`

How can policies be developed which reconcile the occupational foie

of an individual -worker ith family needs for an adequate income and which

also clarify the distinction between social insurance and incomemaintettce?,

Forexample, should job:programs create more jobs by oviding4ncomes

large enough to support an individual but not a fami or sh &fewer jobs

be provided which can support families of various sizes? The research

reviewed here indicates that people want to work and that they also want to

14
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earn enough to support their families. Many men, espei'dally thos% with

traditional sex role norms, feel their work role performance is inadequate-
,

if they can not support their family at a standard of living acceptable tp

them. More specific research on the combined effects of unemployment,

claits, and wife employment on the family would provide more specific data

in this area. Research on the effects of varying levels of employ-Meat

stability over the work history -is also needed.

The research reviewedhere and findings of several recent policy

stAdies (Keniston and The Carnegie Council on Children, 1977; National

Research Council, 1976; Work in America, 1973) indicate,that a comprehensive

employment and income no:Hey needed to provide for families and children.

Pall employment, e.g. , providing stable career-oriented employment for

all men and women wanting to work, needs to be combined with a comprehensive

.

income Maintenance program based on family need, e.g., guaranteed annual

income, negative income tax, or tax credits. Since previous research indicates

that these inco'e maintenance programs do not inhibit the incentive to work

a significant extent (Lampman, 1976; Shore and Stott,1973; Wright and

Wright, 1,975), jhe two approaches complement each other in providing

economic security to families. The major task is to design a policy combining

.

These elements with referent4to different employment patterns, income levels,

and family sizes and types. Thistask awaits furtlwr research and analysis as

well as the development of a 'mJor policy initiative by the Federal Government.

President Carter's proposed welfare plan may be a first step in this direction.

15
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